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Deﬁnitions
Airdrop: Is a marketing campaign that involves the distribution of a cryptocurrency to a targeted audience. The cryptocurrencies are usually given for
free as a reward for some actions which may include but not limited to sharing or making post/s about the cryptocurrency on social media and/or
following the cryptocurrency project on social media.
All-Time-High: Is the highest price and/or market capitalization that has been attained by a cryptocurrency at a given point of consideration or in the
entire history of the cryptocurrency.
Allocation: Refers to the different percentages of a cryptocurrency that has been set aside for speciﬁc purposes or reserved for speciﬁc groups
people or entities.
Anonymous: An anonymous entity is one whose really identity is not known by most people in relation to a subject matter.
BEP-20: Refers to a set of rules for writing the code of a token that will be deployed on the Binance Smart Chain network. These rules were set by a
company called Binance.
Binance Smart Chain Network: This is a blockchain network (connection of computing devices) that was created by a company called binance.
Burn/Burned: This means some cryptocurrencies are intentionally rendered useless and/or removed from circulation.
Centralized: This means one person or one organization or one computer has the control over a given network and/or how things are done in the
network.
Contract: This refers to a set of code that can be executed in a blockchain network.
Cryptocurrency: Is a digital currency made secure by cryptography.
Cryptography: Is the act of preventing third parties from knowing the true meaning of an information.
Currency: This is a medium of exchange agreed upon by two or more people.
Decentralized: This means no one person or organization or computer the control over a given network and/or how things are done in the network.
Decentralized Exchange: Is a computer system/code that allows people to exchange cryptocurrencies directly with other people without the help of a
third person.
Disownable: This means the creator of a cryptocurrency can relinquish control over the cryptocurrency if they choose to.
Exchange: Is a business or computer system/code that allows people to trade one cryptocurrency for another or for real world money.
Fiat currency: This is a currency that is backed by a central government with its own banking system.
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Governance token: Refers to token that can be used to vote and/or influence a decision in a cryptocurrency project/ecosystem.
GitHub: Is a code hosting platform where software developers can share/store their code publicly or privately.
Internet of Things (IoT): Refers to the interconnection of devices, sensors to software or the internet such that information can be retrieved from
the sensors and the devices can be controlled without being physically closed to the device.
Liquidity: Refers to degree of impact on the market price of a cryptocurrency whenever it is bought or sold.
Liquidity pool: This means pairing a cryptocurrency with another cryptocurrency in a decentralized exchange such that someone can get one of
the cryptocurrencies by adding an equivalent amount of the other one/pair.
Liquidity provider: This is anybody who contributes cryptocurrencies to a liquidity pool.
Memecoin: This is cryptocurrency/token that is created as a joke or meme.
Mintable: This means more of a cryptocurrency/token can be created.
Network: Refers to a group of connected computers and/or electronic devices.
Presale: This means selling a cryptocurrency to speciﬁc investors before the cryptocurrency is available to the public.
Security token: Is digital form of traditional security.
Store of value: This is an asset, commodity or a currency that can be saved and exchanged without it
losing any value.
Total supply: This is total numbers of a cryptocurrency that is existence or that will ever be in existence.
Utility token: This is a cryptocurrency or token that is designed to be used for purchasing other
items/utilities.
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What is Wakanda Coin ?
Wakanda coin is a cryptocurrency like Bitcoin and Ethereum. But unlike Bitcoin and Ethereum, Wakanda coin is not the native currency of a
blockchain network. This means in technical terms, that Wakanda coin is a token (smart contract/computer code) that is running on a
blockchain network called Binance Smart Chain (BSC). In essence, Wakanda coin was created using the BEP20 standard.

What is the aim of Wakanda coin project ?
Blockchain is a revolutionary technology upon which cryptocurrencies are based. However, cryptocurrency is just one of the many applications of
blockchain technology. Several industries have tested, implemented, and veriﬁed the beneﬁts of blockchain technology. These beneﬁts include
but not limited to cost and time saving as well as reduction of carbon footprint. Nevertheless, more industries, individuals and businesses need
to adopt blockchain technology for optimum actualization of its revolutionary potentials. But its adoption has been slow due to associated
technicalities. Consequently, the aim of Wakanda coin project is to make it easy for non-tech-savvy individuals and businesses to adopt and use
blockchain technology. This involves extracting the technical layers of blockchain technology from the process of adoption and implementation.
We will build several applications that will make interactions with blockchain network/s easy, seamless, intuitive, and user-friendly. We want to
gradually and seamlessly introduce our target group to the various aspects and applications of blockchain technology. But ﬁrst, we want to make
it easy for them to accept cryptocurrencies as means of payment and/or store of value as this is one application of blockchain technology that is
most relatable to people these days.
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Who is behind Wakanda Coin ?
We started the Wakanda coin project, and we are an Information technology (IT) company/startup that is based in Norway. Our identity is
redacted for now because we want attention to be focused on what we are trying to achieve with the project. Many crypto-enthusiasts tend to put
too much weight on the people/team behind crypto-projects instead of paying attention to what the project is promising and/or offering. This has
made it very easy for big-names, celebrities, and other popular ﬁgures to be used to lure crypto-investors/traders into pump-and-dump schemes.
We are not against good ethical marketing practices. Neither are we against engaging celebrities and popular ﬁgures to help spread good words
about good projects. In fact, we are looking forward to getting the help of some celebrities and popular ﬁgures in creating awareness about our
project. Nonetheless, we believe that our distinguishing feature can only be realized and appreciated through careful examination of the promises
of the Wakanda coin project. Hence, we want at least our initial supporters to examine our project without the distractions of who we are and/or
who we are not. There are planes to reveal our identity soon but, in the meantime, you can be rest assured that Wakanda coin project is the
product of a serious business with genuine intentions.

What can you do with Wakanda Coin ?
Wakanda coin, like other cryptocurrencies is only useful when people agree to use it as a means of payment and/or store of value. This usually
happens in the form of businesses agreeing to accept the cryptocurrency as payment for their goods and/or services. Several businesses in
Norway and Finland have already indicated their interest in accepting Wakanda coin as payment. But we believe that as the company behind the
project, we ought to be at the forefront of accepting Wakanda coin as means of payment. Besides, the Wakanda coin project, we are also working
on other IT solutions. We are building a software platform which will contain applications for different purposes and industries. We are targeting
several industries which include but not limited to remittance, hospitality, real-time communication, and internet of things (IoT). Wakanda coin will
be accepted as a means of payment in all our platforms/applications. In essence, you will be able to buy our IoT devices, send money, buy call
credit, and even pay for your hotel bookings using Wakanda coin. Furthermore, we are making it easy for other businesses to accept Wakanda
coin and/or other cryptocurrency as payment. In line with this, the Wakanda coin project includes a web shop where everyone can easily buy and
sell using Wakanda coin, A crypto-wallet and a crypto-exchange where fees can be paid in Wakanda coin. We are also working on a POS device
that will enable businesses to take payment in Wakanda coin and/or other cryptocurrencies even if their customers do not own Wakanda
coin/cryptocurrencies. The POS will allow customers to pay with their regular credit cards while the business will receive the payment in the
desired cryptocurrency.
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Why should you buy Wakanda coin ?
Many people buy cryptocurrencies with the hope of becoming overnight-millionaires. Some people have indeed become millionaires from trading and
investing in cryptocurrencies. Besides, it is theoretically possible for the value of crypto assets to increase inﬁnitely. However, we cannot legally,
ethically or in good conscience promise you that you will become a millionaire by buying Wakanda Coin. In fact, we believe that it is more important
that we highlight that cryptocurrency carries an inherent risk of complete loss of invested fund. Hence, we caution you to only buy Wakanda coin with
money that you are willing and able to loss. Nevertheless, we also would like to elaborate on how and why majority of people loss their money in
cryptocurrencies.
Many people loss their money due to what is termed “rug pulling” in the crypto space. This simply means the developer/s of the cryptocurrency
project runs away with money that people have contributed or invested in the project. The risk of “rug pulling” is usually higher when the identity of
those behind the project is not known. Rug pulling is a form of fraud and considered a ﬁnancial crime in many countries. Rug pulling is inconceivable
with Wakanda coin. This is because we are a limited liability company that is legally registered in Norway. Moreover, we have ofﬁcially requested an
evaluation by the Norwegian tax ofﬁce. This means that the Norwegian tax authority knows who we are even if our supporters don’t for now. Besides,
50% of the fund raised during public presale of Wakanda coin will be locked in liquidity for a minimum of 5 years from the beginning. The 20% of
developer's allocation of Wakanda coin will also be locked away for a minimum of 5 years from the very beginning.
Millions of dollars have also been lost by crypto-investors due to crypto-projects being hacked. In essence, a malicious hacker takes over the
computer and/or relevant account/s of those behind the crypto project then steals the funds that people have invested or contributed. As a result, the
developers are no longer able to continue the project or return people’s money. Several crypto-projects have been hacked and this trend is expected
to get worst partly because there are several people who do not have programming and/or cyber-security experience that are start crypto-projects
without knowing even how to secure their own computers or write codes that secure. Besides, many crypto-projects are launched in a hurry by teams
that are just try to cash-in on the hype. No system is and/or can be 100% secured and given the right amount of time and incentive every system can
be broken. But hacking is a business which also follows the principle of “less time for the most proﬁt”. In essence, hackers often do not spend their
time trying to break one system when they could spend same time breaking thousands of other systems and making more money. In this light, it will
be presumptuous for us to tell you that our systems are unbreakable. But we can conﬁdently say we have signiﬁcantly increased the odds of being
hacked. Many people consider Wakanda coin project to be moving at very slow speed compared to some other projects. This is true! We are moving
slow because we are taking our time to ensure that our systems are secure, and our codes are deployed with the least number of vulnerabilities; if
any.
We take security very seriously and we even look beyond our own competence and understanding to assess the security of our code. Therefore, we
have formed the habit of engaging external auditors. The Wakanda coin code was audited by an external cryptocurrency auditing ﬁrm. Though, the
Wakanda coin code was based on a well-known library that have been vigorously vetted by the open-source community.
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The value and/or price of cryptocurrencies tend to fluctuate very frequently. Besides, the moves between fluctuations can be very big sometimes. It is
quite common for the value of a cryptocurrency to take a nosedive only to reverse course and hit record-high valuation. This means trading/investing
in cryptocurrency is not for the fainthearted and patience is indeed needed in order not to sell your holding in hurry and loss your money because you
sold your holdings below the price at which you bought them. This has happened to many ﬁrst-time and even seasoned crypto investors. Like
majority of cryptocurrency projects, we cannot dictate when and how people can sell their Wakanda coin holdings. Neither do we have absolute
control over how the price of Wakanda coin will fluctuate. But we do know that the distance between fluctuations and/or the direction of the
fluctuation is highly influenced by the utilities associated with the cryptocurrency, the forces of demand and supply of the cryptocurrency, the liquidity
available for exchanging the cryptocurrency and the level of conﬁdence and loyalty of the community of people supporting the cryptocurrency. In view
of the forgoing, we would like to reiterate that Wakanda coin will have a lot of utilities in the form our different applications/products for which we
would be accepting Wakanda coin as payment. This is in addition to the solutions that will be created to facilitate other people’s adoption of
blockchain technology. So, you can be rest assured that there will be a healthy; maybe not spontaneous but surely sustainable demand for Wakanda
coin. Furthermore, Wakanda coin’s liquidity will be locked, and the project will incentivize others to add and lock their liquidity through
liquidity-promoting airdrops. Above all, we are making substantial investment towards winning the hearts and trust of our supporters. We are striving
to build a community that is loyal and steadfast. We are doing this by being open, transparent, honest, and engaging with our community.
In a nutshell, you should buy Wakanda coin because we are open, transparent, and meticulous. Wakanda coin will probably be the cryptocurrency
with the most associated utilities. Today bitcoin is the king of cryptocurrencies, but the Wakanda coin project is an ambitious one and we are indeed
looking forward to dethroning bitcoin and bringing home the promises of blockchain technology and cryptocurrency.
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How can you buy Wakanda coin ?
Now, it is possible to buy Wakanda coin by taking part in the ongoing private presale. Soon, it will be possible to buy Wakanda coin by taking part in
the public presale. Thereafter, it will be possible to buy Wakanda coin when it is launched on decentralized and/or centralized cryptocurrency
exchanges which will include Wakanda coin’s own/native exchange. Private presale, public presale and public launching are the 3 phases of getting
Wakanda coin to the general public.
Private presale simply means we are trying to get initial buyers of Wakanda coin among our friends, family, existing business partners and/or known
crypto enthusiast/investors. These people are invited and given a passcode with which to buy Wakanda coin on our website. They are expected to
buy large numbers of Wakanda coin and as a result, the coin is sold to them at a discount. These buyers stand the chance of holding more of
Wakanda coin and/or beneﬁting more from an increase in the value of Wakanda coin and/or the initial rush that is often observed with the launch of
cryptocurrency projects. However, they are also bearing a large portion of the risks associated with the project. Their purchase of Wakanda coin is
non-refundable even if the project does not take off. We offer 40% discount to people taking part in the private presale and the minimum purchase is
2BNB (ca. 1182 USD / ca. 11000 NOK) while the maximum purchase is 10BNB (ca. 5910 USD / 60000 NOK) at the rate of 0.0000006 USD/0.000006
NOK per coin. The purpose of the private presale is to raise money that will be invested into continuous development and/or marketing of the project
and creating awareness about the public presale and launching of the coin.
Public presale is like the private presale but unlike the private presale, buyers are not individually invited. Instead, advertisements are placed on
different platforms to attract interested buyers. These buyers are also expected to buy a speciﬁed minimum and as a result, they are also given
discount. Their purchase is also non-refundable even if the project is not launched. We are still consulting with our community members regarding
what the minimum and maximum purchase should be for public presale. The favored minimum for now is 0.01BNB (ca. 6 USD / 60 NOK) while the
favored maximum is 3BNB (ca. 1800 USD / 18000 NOK) at the rate of 0.0000008 USD/0.000008 NOK per coin. The purpose of the public presale is
to raise money that will be used to create the initial liquidity for exchanging Wakanda coin in a decentralized exchange (Pancakeswap).
Public launch is when the general public can buy and sell Wakanda coin without any required minimum or maximum purchase. People will no longer
be individually invited but advertisement will be placed on various platforms to inform people that Wakanda coin has been launched. Those who
bought Wakanda coin during private and public presale will also receive their Wakanda coin on the day of public launch and they will be able to sell
their Wakanda coins if they so choose. Wakanda coin will be launched at the rate of 0.000001 USD/ 0.00001 NOK per coin. The initial launch will be
on pancakeswap and launch on several centralize
exchanges will follow in the months after. Our job
after launch will be to continue to promote Wakanda coin,
engage with the community, incentivize more
businesses to accept Wakanda coin as payment, create
more utilities in order create demand for Wakanda
coin and many more. Our aim in this phase is to keep the
price of Wakanda coin rising and/or stable.
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What are the risks ?
We are a startup with global ambitions. We keep up with the trends, but we are not too scared to move in different directions and embark on new
adventure. The danger of failure is real, but the fear of failure is a choice. We choose not to be afraid; we choose to be optimistic. But optimism does
not always translate to success story even amid diligence. We have undertaken Wakanda coin project with great optimism, clear vision and the zeal
to make it a success story. Yet, we take cognizance of and are open for different shades of outcomes. Hence, we graciously implore you to do the
same.
As an IT company we have chosen to deploy our own enterprise server infrastructure instead of building our applications and products on the
infrastructure of tech-giants like Google, Amazon, and Microsoft. Our infrastructure is scalable, robust, and ready to withstand a great deal of stress,
but it is not as formidable as those of the tech-giants. Failure of our systems will not render Wakanda coin useless or result in any loss of coin. But it
may create momentary market panic that may affect valuation. We are in negotiation with our global enterprise infrastructure partner, and we are
poise to making substantial improvement to our infrastructure.
Wakanda coin project does not currently have the backing of any known/popular crypto-investor, venture capitalist or influencer. Such backing is
often considered essential to the success of crypto projects. But several crypto projects have gained traction even without such endorsement or
backing. Nevertheless, we will be putting efforts into onboarding some popular crypto-investor, venture capitalist or influencer. But we cannot
guarantee the outcome of our effort.
Between 2020 and 2021 several countries such as China and Nigeria either banned or restricted cryptocurrency transactions. So, it is important to
mention that Wakanda coin is and/or may not be immune to any such ban and/or restrictions. Nonetheless, it is imperative to stress that the risk of
being banned or restricted is not unique to Wakanda coin but inherent to all cryptocurrencies. At this junction, we would like to also point out that
several countries have also endorsed cryptocurrency transactions in recent times. Countries like El Salvador even made bitcoin an ofﬁcial legal tender.
Many big traditional banks and ﬁnancial institutions also got into cryptocurrency trading and/or invested heavily on cryptocurrency/blockchain
startups. Moreover, the value of many cryptocurrencies saw an all-time high in 2021. These are just some of the
many evidence that
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology has come to stay and to become the future of ﬁnance.
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What are the rewards ?
The internet and news media are flooded with stories of people who invested early in a cryptocurrency project and ended up making millions of
dollars when the price of the cryptocurrency went up. These stories are not limited to Bitcoin and Ethereum. Even meme projects such as Dogecoin
and Shiba inu have produced similar stories. So, yes! Your early support of Wakanda coin may return proﬁt in millions of dollars. However,
irrespective of its likelihood, we cannot promise you that you will become a millionaire by supporting Wakanda coin. Neither can we encourage you
to buy Wakanda coin simply because and/or on the hope that the price of Wakanda coin will increase and then you will become a millionaire or
make exponential proﬁt. Your true reward for supporting Wakanda coin rests in the joy of you knowing that you supported a project from infancy
and watched it grow to become a global phenomenon. There is indeed great joy, satisfaction, and fulﬁllment in standing by something or somebody
when most people walked away and then that thing ends becoming a success story. Besides, the Wakanda coin you acquire will be useful in buying
real valuable items, products, and services as the project progresses.

Is it legal for you to buy Wakanda coin ?
We are based in Norway, and it is legal to create, mine, buy and/or sell cryptocurrencies in Norway. In fact, it is understood that the Norwegian
government is incentivizing engagement with cryptocurrency by exempting purchases made in cryptocurrencies from value added tax (VAT).
Nonetheless, we are aware that cryptocurrency transactions are banned in countries like Nigeria and China. But it is not feasible for us to know all
cryptocurrency-related laws in every country or jurisdictions. Therefore, we encourage all potential buyers and/or supporters of Wakanda coin to
check and abide by all laws, regulations and restrictions that are applicable in their jurisdictions. We reject all responsibility and/or liability for all
infringements that the support, purchase or selling of Wakanda coin may amount to in all jurisdictions. Check our legal policies
https://wakanda-coin.com/legal_policies for more information.
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What are the other aspects of Wakanda coin project ?
As stated earlier, the aim of Wakanda coin project is to make it easy for non-tech-savvy individuals
and businesses to adopt and use blockchain technology. Education is one industry where blockchain
technology can prove very useful. But it is also one industry where very little progress has been made
with respect to the adoption of blockchain technology. We believe that blockchain technology has the
potential to improve relationships and certiﬁcate recognition among educational institutions from
around the world. For example, most certiﬁcates from higher education institutions from Africa, Asia
and Middle East are not accepted or recognized by most institutions in western countries. This has
largely been blamed on the ease of certiﬁcate forgery that exists in Africa, Asia, and Middle East. We
see blockchain technology as a solution that will eliminate the need for the trust that is lacking
among institutions. Hence Wakanda Edu will be undertaken as an integral part of the Wakanda
project just like: Wakanda coin, Wakanda wallet, Wakanda web shop and Wakanda exchange.
Furthermore, we also hope to make periodic charity donations using Wakanda coin. We are aware
that such donations may spark panic selling due to potential impact on the price of Wakanda coin.
Therefore, we are committed to only making such charity donations based on a decision by the active
majority of Wakanda coin holders. Detailed explanation and implementation of the various aspects of
Wakanda coin project will be published in the Wakanda coin blog in the coming months.
The ultimate promise of blockchain technology is sustainable decentralization. Blockchain
technology is used to decentralize data storage and decision-making process. As proponents of
blockchain technology, we want Wakanda coin project to reflect this decentralization potential of
blockchain technology. Moreover, decentralization is vital in gaining trust and loyal supporters in the
crypto space. We are cognizant that having full control of Wakanda coin makes the project less
decentralized than it can be. In this light, the Wakanda coin was created with a disown function. This
means we plan to relinquish our control over the token/contract once we have been able to build a
more active and agile community around the project. Doing this will enable the community to become
the sole decision maker for the Wakanda coin project.
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What is the roadmap of Wakanda coin project ?
Q1 2021 – The idea of Wakanda coin project was born
Q2-1 2021 – Wakanda Coin was created and deployed as a proof of concept. Then a community of few friends and crypto traders was
formed. The community discussed ways to improve the value proposition of Wakanda Coin and how to move the project forward. Social media
presents were also established, and the frontend of the Wakanda Web shop was developed
Q2-2 2021 – Wakanda coin smart contract was created, audited, and deployed. Wakanda Coin's private presale contract was also created and
tested for bugs before deployment. The code for the contracts were published on GitHub.
Q2-3 2021 – Private presale was started but only members of the initial community was invited to take part.
Q3-Q4 2021 – Efforts were stepped up to grow social media presence. This was done to simply create awareness of the project and get some
feedback from wider audience of people. We also started an Instagram page in a bid to widen our reach. In addition, we are looking forward to
publishing our whitepaper.
Q1 2022 – We will start inviting external businesses in Norway, known crypto-investors, influencers, and commentators to partake in the private
presale and/or examine the project and give us feedback on how to improve. We will also start preparing for the public presale and launch of
Wakanda coin. This means we will invest more money in marketing and engaging with different crypto shillers, groups, investors, and influencers.
Moreover, we will launch the Wakanda wallet. We are doing this because we believe the Wakanda wallet will be very instrumental in easing or
streamlining the process of participating in the public presale for non-tech-savvy people or ﬁrst-time crypto traders. We hope to use the ease of
participation to attract new/ﬁrst-time crypto traders/investors.
Q2 2022 – We will launch Wakanda coin on pancakeswap and get listed on Coingecko, Coinmarketcap and other relevant platforms. Liquidity, the
marketing/developers’ allocation will all be locked in a minimum of 5 years. We will also perform several airdrops to incentivize people to join the
liquidity pool and/or spread the words about Wakanda coin and help minimize dumping from initial buyers.
Q3 2022 – We will push for Wakanda coin to be listed on Binance exchange. We will also start application to the Norwegian ﬁnancial regulation
authority for approval to launch Wakanda exchange. Besides, the ﬁrst sets of products will be available for purchase on Wakanda web shop. Users
will also be able to design, mint, buy and sell NFTs on the Wakanda web shop.
Q4 2022 – Wakanda exchange will be launched. And our plans for 2023 will be released. We will also start seeking partners for Wakanda POS and
Wakanda Edu as these will gain a lot of focus for 2023 which will also see the creation of Wakanda blockchain network.
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What has Wakanda coin project accomplished ?
Good things take time and doing things right we believe is better than doing them at all. Hence, we have
chosen to tread cautiously and move at a slower pace than some would like. Nevertheless, we have made
some signiﬁcant progress that are worthy of celebration.
•

Wakanda coin has been launched

•

Private presale has started and is ongoing

•

Over 3000 members on our Telegram group

•

Over 14000 followers on our Facebook

•

Over 8000 followers on our Instagram

•

Our social media supporters are fairly engaged, and we regularly received
inquiries from supporters that are very eager to buy the coin. Moreover,
we have received several positive feedbacks about the project from supporters.
8 BNB (ca 4500 USD / 45000 NOK) has been raised during the private presale.
This was raised from among few friends.

What is needed to move forward ?
To move the Wakanda coin project forward, we need to raise more money so that this can be invested into
campaigns that will help widen the awareness of the project. We also need to engage with influencers and
shillers in the crypto space. Besides, celebrity power/endorsement will do a lot of good for the project,
especially during the public presale. So, we are going to be reaching out to several celebrities across
different countries to endorse the project. Above all, we need constructive criticism of the project. We need
crypto-players with broader experience to examine the project and give their professional opinion and tips
on how to align the project with the current trends in crypto-space while still bringing something new and
unique to the table.
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What are the targets and projections of Wakanda coin projects ?
The target for the private presale is at least 300BNB (ca. 173,700 USD / 1,700,000 NOK). So far only 8 BNB (ca 4500 USD / 45000 NOK) has been
raised. This is extremely low but understandably so. The reason for this low result is that so far, no external business or known crypto investors
have been invited to partake in the private presale. Hence the 8 BNB has been raised from among few close friends. Besides, our social media
followers are made up of regular crypto traders many of whom expectedly considers the minimum of 2BNB to be too much of an investment. We
are positive that we will reach the target of 300BNB when we start inviting business and crypto investors before the start of the public presale. We
have great conﬁdence in the project, and we believe that there are similarly great minded crypto investors out there that will share our conviction
and conﬁdence.
The target for the public presale is at least 1000BNB (579,000 USD / 5,000,000 NOK). We do not know exactly how much we will raise in the public
presale. But with a conversion rate of 5% and our current total numbers of social media supporters (25000), we
can predict that we will raise 544BNB (312,500 USD / 3,000,000 NOK) assuming the average purchase is 0.5BNB
(ca. 287USD/ 2500 NOK). This is means we must at least double the numbers of our social media supporter for
us to reach our target. Therefore, we will be aiming to increase the number of our social media supporters to
100,000 before the public presale. We are going to do this by running more advertisement on Facebook,
Instagram and creating more trafﬁc to our telegram group. Celebrity/influencer endorsement will also help us to
reach our goal. Moreover, engaging crypto-speciﬁc Facebook groups, pages and shillers will also improve the
quality and conversion rate of our marketing endeavors.
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What are the technical details of Wakanda coin ?
•

Token type: BEP20

•

Network: Binance Smart Chain

•

Symbol: WAKCD

•

Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 (1 quadrillion)

•

Current market cap: 600,000 USD / 6,000,000,000 NOK

•

Is burnable: Yes

•

Is disownable: Yes

•

Is mintable: No

•

Is mineable: No

5
15

10

5

Private presale allocation: 5% of Total Supply (50,000,000,000,000 / 50 trillion)
Public presale allocation: 10% of Total Supply (100,000,000,000,000 / 100 trillion)
Initial charity allocation: 5% of Total Supply (50,000,000,000,000 / 50 trillion)

65

Dev/marketing allocation: 15% of Total Supply (150,000,000,000,000 / 150 trillion)
Public distribution allocation: 65% of Total Supply (650,000,000,000,000 / 650 trillion)
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What Wakanda coin is not ?
Wakanda coin is not a security token. This means your purchase of Wakanda coin does not give right of ownership and/or joint ownership of any
real-world asset and/or object of any nature.
Wakanda coin is not a share or equity. This means your purchase of Wakanda coin does not give you any form of ownership of our business.
Neither does it give you the right to any percentage and/or dividend and/or any form of proﬁt sharing of/from our business.
Wakanda coin is not a governance token. This means your purchase of Wakanda coin does not give you the right to influence and/or make any
decision with regards to our business and/or the Wakanda coin project.
Visit our legal policy https://wakanda-coin.com/legal policies for more information

Fun facts ?
The name Wakanda coin is inspired by the city/state of Wakanda that was portraited in the superhero movie called “Black panther” by Marvel
studios. In this movie, an African city/state called Wakanda was depicted to be highly technologically advance with formidable defense and
healthcare infrastructures. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wakanda
We have purchased a 100,000m2 land in Africa for the construction of a real-life Wakanda replica. For us as tech-enthusiasts, building a city like
Wakanda is a wet dream. We are conﬁdent that we have the technological knowhow to build a city so advance with transport system that make
hyperloop seem outdated. We want to make the city a tourist attraction in Africa. But people will visit the city not just to experience cutting-edge
technological social amenities but also for advance medical treatment. We will be putting emphasis on renewable energy and our idea of robot
intensive and less human operated healthcare delivery system. We know that the land that we currently have will not be enough. Hence, we are
trying to buy neighboring lands till we buy enough land to build a city with its own airport and unique transport systems. We are also aware that this
is a very serious and expensive undertaking. Thus, in due time we will be seeking investors and technological partners for this project.
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Useful links
•

Website:

https://Wakanda-coin.com

•

Facebook:

https://facebook.com/realWakandaCoin

•

Instagram:

https://instagram.com/Wakanda_coin

•

Telegram:

https://t.me/WakadaCoin/

•

YouTube:

https://youtube.com/channel/UCDAGfDUPOlzmnpBYA3iRcAg

•

Reddit:

https://reddit.com/r/WakandaCoin

•

Medium:

https://medium.com/@afritoshi_wakandamoto

•

GitHub:

https://github.com/wakandacoin

•

Legal policies: https://wakanda-coin.com/legal_policies

Attachments
We have attached the result of the audit of Wakanda coin smart contract as well as our correspondence with the Norwegian tax ofﬁce
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WAKANDA COIN
www.wakanda-coin.com

Smart Contract Quick Check
Project details:
Project name:

WakandaCoin

Contract address:

Not provided

Contract details:

https://github.com/wakandacoin/coin/blob/main/contracts/Wakanda
Coin.sol

Client contacts:

Not provided

Audit details:
1.

Compiler errors.

11. Economy model.

Not checked

2.

Race conditions and Reentrancy. Passed

12. Impact of the exchange rate.

Not checked

3.

Delays in data delivery.

Passed

13. Private user data leaks.

Not checked

4.

Design Logic.

Passed

14. Malicious Event log.

Not checked

5.

Front running.

Not checked

15. Uninitialized storage pointers.

Not checked

6.

Oracle calls.

Not checked

16. Arithmetic accuracy.

Not checked

7.

DoS with Revert.

Not checked

17. Cross-function race
conditions.

Not checked

8.

Timestamp dependence.

Not checked

18. Scoping and Declarations.

Not checked

9.

DoS with block gas limit.

Not checked

19. Safe Zeppelin module.

Not checked

20. Fallback function security.

Not checked

Passed

10. Methods execution permissions. Not checked

Techrate was commissioned by WakandaCoin to perform the Smart Contract FREE quick security
check and passed the first 4 security issue checks out of 20 potential. However smart contract
could contain SECURITY ISSUES in the part that is not checked and in other smart contracts
related to the project.

SCHANIAG AS
Roalinna 23B
2740 ROA

Our date
16.11.2021

Your date
06.10.2021

Case officer
Silje Kammen

800 80 000
skatteetaten.no

Your reference
AR449601130

Telephone
+4790537593

Org. nr:
974761076

Our reference
2021/6423221

Postal address
P.O. Box 9200 Grønland
0134 OSLO

Confidential offl. § 13, sktfvl. § 3-1, sktbl. § 3-2

Callers from abroad, please call +47 22 07 70 00

Org.nr. 916 028 059 MVA – Schaniag AS – Guiding statement regarding
VAT on cryptocurrency – the VAT Act section 3-6
We refer to your enquiry dated 6th of October 2021. From the enquiry, we quote:
“I am writing to notify the tax office that my company Schaniag AS with organisation number: 916028059
has created its own cryptocurrency/PEB20 token called Wakanda Coin (wakanda-coin.com). We are
currently in the private presale stage and would like to get an evaluation of weather we need to calculate
and/or pay VAT/Tax for the sales that we make. Our understanding is that we are exempted from this.
Since the token is a utility token and/or can be used to exchange items on our webshop. Besides, the
sale is being done in another cryptocurrency called BNB.
Nevertheless, we would like some form of official evaluation/statement from the tax office regarding this
matter. Our legal policies and/or terms of sales of the coin can be found on https://wakandacoin.com/legal_policies/.”
The Norwegian Tax Administrations remarks
Please note that this letter is for guidance only and is an expression of the Norwegian Tax Administration's view
of the legal matters in your enquiry. This means that its conclusion is not binding, for either you or the Tax
Administration.
Value added tax (VAT) is a tax on consumption and shall be calculated on domestic sales of goods and services
liable for tax in all links in the chain of distribution and on imports. Act no. 58 of 19th of June 2009 (the VAT Act)
and Regulation to the VAT Act (Regulation) contains the provisions relating to the value added tax in Norway. The
supply of all varieties of goods and services are liable for VAT, unless they are except from VAT or exempt from
VAT, see the VAT Act, section 3-1 first subsection and section 1-1.
The supply of brokering of financial services shall be except from the Act, including the supply of legal tender, cf.
the VAT Act section 3-6 letter d). In that case, VAT must not be calculated on the amount paid for the exchange
services. This applies if it is accepted by the parties in a transaction as an alternative means of payment and has
no purpose other than to be used as a means of payment.
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By exception from VAT, we mean that the rules in the VAT Act do not apply to this turnover. This means that
-

you do not calculate VAT on the sale,

-

the turnover should not be reported in the VAT Tax return,

-

you are not entitled to deduct VAT on goods or services purchase for the enterprise.

If your enterprise involves both activity that is excepted from VAT and activity that is liable to VAT, you must
calculate, report and pay VAT for the part of the activity that is liable to VAT.
VAT is not to be calculated if the virtual currency is considered as an alternative means of payment. This is stated
in the EU Court judgement stated in case C-264/14 (Hedquist), which the Ministry of Finance has stated in a
ruling dated 6 February 2017 is to be used as a basis for deciding similar exceptions in the Norwegian VAT Act.
The Directorate assumes that this must also apply to other types of virtual currencies if the aforementioned preconditions are fulfilled. Read the Ministry of Finance’s ruling (norwegian only). This is also discussed in the VAT
handbook under chapter 3-6.7.
An enterprise that only sells computing power to others for the mining of virtual currency must calculate value
added tax (VAT). In the binding advance ruling of 6 February 2018, the Directorate assessed that an enterprise
that had such a function, and which delivered computing power to another enterprise engaged in mining, supplied
a service liable for VAT. The ruling does not take a definitive position on whether mining of virtual currency can be
subject to the exemption from the VAT Act for financial services.
The Norwegian Tax Administration assume that the sales of Wakanda Coin will be except from VAT. You shall
not calculate VAT and will not have deductions for VAT for costs to these sales.
More information about virtual currencies can be found on our webpage.
We hope this guiding statement answers your questions. If you have any further questions, please contact us
again.
We kindly request you to mention our reference 2021/6423221 in all written communication with the Norwegian
Tax Administration.
Yours sincerely,

Silje Kammen
Adviser
Customer Interaction Division, Customer Service
The Norwegian Tax Administration
This document has been electronically approved and therefore has no handwritten signatures.
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